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Reviewer's report:

It is really nice to see not only how you used education theory (and so encourage others to think and work with, ideas outside the usual suspects) but also show how you combine and consolidate different theories. Also, the focus on specific strategies, over individualized constructs, is a good way to enable discussions around change for others.

Note - At a few points, you need to make this a tad more accessible to a global audience - so, in the abstract you talk about 'federal requirements', then in introduction, for example, 'USDA', then 'Superintendents' (e.g. in the UK, that label is used in relation to the police!) - and roughly what range is a 'school district'.

Page 3: You note that: 'Studies examining school leaders' perceptions of wellness policies have reported discrepancies between school board members' confidence in school districts' capacity to implement, compared to state public health nutrition directors and wellness advocates [3]' - so tell the reader what these were (only needs a sentence)

Page 4: 'individual identification with organization (implementation leaders). - you are missing the closing scare quote

Page 6: Why are the reference numbered as 17-20 all the same - why not use a single number? I realize you are following a specific version of citation - but not sure that this is house style.

Methods (or if you prefer, Results): Can you tell the reader how many people took part in focus groups (ideally, range of number of people per group) and how many involved in follow-up interviews (and whether or not these were where the same people).
Results: I find it interesting that, given that some of this data was from FG (and we are not given an indication about whether a quote is from a FG or Int) we only get quotes from one speaker. So, are these focus groups - where you are interested in group interaction, as in you are generating and analyzing interaction between participants, seeing how consensus (or not) is generated etc - or are these actually group interviews? We get no sense of the group interaction in the emergence, building up, consolidation, disagreement etc of these ideas.

Results: In one sense, the results work - in that they enable the reader to begin to make sense of the phenomena. However, I'm never sure about the presentation style of describing the issue, then at the end add data excerpt - as can we loose actual engagement with the data itself, and the beauty and intricacy of that.

So, for example, what we see, say, in the first extract is clearly a story of motivation (or really, maybe values - note the 'have to' here) 'philosophically, I personally have to do what's right for children' (and I note, if they did not say 'to do what's right for children', especially in a FG with others, it would be problematic - but that does deny that work). But this is tied to a broader sense of the issue, the tension they routinely face, around finances and how that can constrain 'doing the right thing'. But what this quote shows is how they work to manage that tension - they show us how they draw on a strategy you later discuss, that of brokering, turning it from 'red to black' (in a narrative sense, over actual finances) as they outline they 'spin it' to reframe within common message, around 'responsible citizens'. Now, this is important, in part as it shows the reader what is going on, and shows that these 'characteristics' to be effective have to aligned with specific strategies.

Also, you note that CFIR outline specific traits as key, however, you note that 'several demonstrated a high degree of personal interest … '. Analytically, I'm interested in to what degree are any of these, or all of these relevant, here. And what is lovely is that the quote you offer seems to align with a range of these, not one, - so, we see hints of tolerance to ambiguity, values (over motivations per se), innovativeness.
And in the second quote, again, we see more. Note here the 'we', the institutional we - so, we see get a sense of collective effort, maybe adaptiveness - and again we see how they do the work of brokering (and this is potentially a nice, clearer example of the issue, than what follows about the process), where they have 'tried' to enable a new message. So, analytically, what is clear is that, the new policy focus, is part of longer history, one that is tied to 'logic' of health and cognitive performance. So, is part of the strategy work here, as much about using new policy announcements to enable and reframe longer term aims and ideas, to enroll new actors/partnerships through this?

So, rather than let quotes speak from themselves, ideally, at times, you need to show the reader the work that they do. This will really strengthen your argument.
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